
  

  
 
 

BNEW 5233: Gospel of Luke 

June 6-11, 2022 

 
Professor: Peter Rice 
Phone (office/cell): (501) 279-4436 
Email: price1@harding.edu 

 
 

Course Information 
Course Communication Protocols 
All official communication with me should come to my Harding e-mail address or, less 
favorably, Canvas.  
 
Course Goals  
We will devote ourselves to the study of the text, background, and message of the book of Luke. Our 
goals pertain to the following intended degree outcomes for the M.Div., M.A.C.M., and the M.A. 
degrees:  
 
Demonstrate knowledge of the basic content of the English Bible  
Demonstrate exegetical skills in the interpretation of scripture  
1. To read Luke in light of its Second Temple and Greco-Roman context and canonical contexts. 
2. To develop exegetical skills for interpreting the Christian gospels. 
3. To identify the theological perspectives within the book of Luke. 
 
Evidence a love for God and others and a personal commitment to spiritual formation  
4. To promote the integration of Luke’s Gospel into one’s spiritual life and to prepare students for 
teaching/leading others in this pursuit. 
5. To begin to apply Luke’s (and Jesus’) teachings on wealth to a 21s century context. 
 
Required Course Materials 
Required Textbooks  
Textbooks can now be ordered through a link on the HST website. The Textbooks tab can be viewed 
on the navigation bar on any page of the website. Check the book list provided under the Textbooks 
tab (http://hst.edu/students/textbook-services/) for correct ISBN’s and editions to insure correct 
ordering. A link provided there will take you to Amazon where you will only need to enter the ISBN 
to order your books. 
 
Green, Joel B. The Theology of the Gospel of Luke. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995. 
Hays, Richard B. Reading Backwards. Waco: Baylor University Press, 2016. 
McCaulley, Esau. Reading While Black. Westmont, IL: IVP Academic, 2020. 
Tannehill, Robert C. Luke. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1996. 
You must bring these books as well as a hard copy Bible to class (any translation). 
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Required Articles/Essays (Posted to Canvas—May Be Adjusted) 
 
Black, Allen. “‘Your Sons and Daughters Will Prophesy’: Pairings of Men and Women in Luke-
Acts.” Pages 193-206 in Scripture and Traditions: Essays on Early Judaism and Christianity in 
Honor of Carl R. Holladay. Edited by Patrick Gray and Gail R. O’Day. Leiden: Brill, 2008. 
 
Bock, Darrell. Luke 1:1–9:50. Baker Exegetical Commentary. Baker Press, 1-43. 
 
Bredenhof, Reuben. “Looking for Lazarus: Assigning Meaning to the Poor Man in Luke 16:19-31.” 
NTS 66 (2020):  51-67. 
 
Bryan, David K. “Transformation of the Mustard Seed and Leaven in the Gospel of Luke.” Novum 
Testamentum 58 (2016): 115-34. 
 
Carroll, John T. “The Gospel of Luke: A Contemporary Cartography.” Interpretation 68.4 (2014): 
366-75. 
 
Croatto, Severino. “Jesus, Prophet like Elijah, and Prophet-Teacher like Moses in Luke-Acts.” JBL 
124.3 (2005): 451-65. 
 
Gillman, John. Possessions and the Life of Faith. Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1991, 112-17. 
 
Hengel, Martin. Property and Riches in the Early Church. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1974, 84-88. 
 
Lang, T.J. “‘Where the Body Is, There Also the Eagles Will Be Gathered’: Luke 17:37 and the Arrest 
of Jesus.” Biblical Interpretation 21.3 (2013): 320-40.   
 
Leim, Joshua E. “To Inherit Eternal Life: Jesus, the Lawyer, and Luke’s Soteriological Grammar.” 
BRB 31.2 (2021): 167-90. 
 
Miller, Amanda C. “Bridge Work and Seating Charts: A Study of Luke’s Ethics of Wealth, Poverty, 
and Reversal.” Interpretation 68.4 (2014): 416-27. 
 
Murphy, Edwina. “Sell Your Possessions: Cyprian, Luke, and Wealth.” Colloquium 49.4 (2017): 11-
23. 
 
Smith, Dennis E. “Table Fellowship as a Literary Motif in the Gospel of Luke.” JBL 106.4 (1987): 
613-38. 
 
Turner, Max. "The Work of the Holy Spirit in Luke-Acts." Word and World 23.2 (2003): 146-53. 
 
Watson, Francis. Gospel Writing. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2014, ch. 4 (60 pgs). 

Grading and Assignment Details 
Course Assignments 
1. Reading Notes on Luke’s Gospel (15%). Students should read and take notes on Luke’s 
Gospel in conversation with Tannehill’s commentary. What questions arise as you read Luke? 
What answers does Tannehill give, or fail to give, to those questions? Do you find a given 
answer satisfying or not, and why so? What points does Tannehill make that surprised or 
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informed or alarmed you? I may call on you to share some of your questions or remarks with the 
class. You will be graded on the thoroughness (minimum 1/2 page double-spaced per chapter of 
Luke, with standard fonts and margins), organization, and clarity. Due prior to the start of the 
first day of the course (June 6).  
 
2. Modern Money Reports (10%). It’s impossible to apply Jesus’ teachings on wealth and 
possession accurately and aptly without some knowledge of the cultural context in which they 
will be applied. The complexity and opacity of modern financial and economic systems means 
that even those who have lived most or all of their lives under those systems have at best a 
cursory understanding of modern finance and economics. This assignment works toward 
remedying that ignorance. Students will give a brief, meaningful introduction to one aspect or 
antecedent of modern finance or economics. Each student will give a short speech designed to 
teach the class more about the strange workings of money in the modern world—helping us 
concretely to apply Jesus’ words on money to our lives and within our churches. These 
introductions should be succinct, even interesting, as they lay out for the class the key details 
about a given topic. They should be tightly-timed to fit within 6 minutes and 16 seconds (616 is, 
not incidentally, the alternative number of the beast in Revelation). Please write out and pre-
time a script, so that you say what you wish to say as pointedly and efficiently as possible and 
within the time limit. Additionally, you should provide the class with a one-page, single-sided 
handout of your topic, helping to aid understanding and pointing to 3-5 resources for learning 
more (these may be books, articles, or even online tools, but must be reliable, high-quality 
sources/tools). Once your 6:16 speech is finished, the professor will question you about your 
topic, expecting you will be able to answer with reasonable competence. I will organize a sign-
up sheet on Canvas, where each student may claim a given topic. 
Topics for Monday:  

a) Big Rollers (Who are the 10 wealthiest people in the world today? Where did their 
wealth come from? Where do they keep their wealth?)  

b) Big Money (What’s the history of physical money? Who invented and were early 
adopters of coins? Of printed money?) 

c) Old Banks (What’s the pre-modern history of banking? How did banking work in the 
Roman Empire in particular?) 

d) Early Church (What did the early Christians say and do with regards to money? What 
was the range of opinions? Did people give their money away? If so, how did that work exactly?) 
Topics for Tuesday: 
 a) Industrial (What was the Industrial Revolution? Why was it unprecedented? What did 
it mean for the people who lived through it? What’s its legacy?)  

b) The Fed (What is the Fed? When and why was it created? What does it do? How does 
it impact the American and world economies?) 

c) Gold (What is the gold standard? How does it work, or not? Why aren’t we on it 
anymore?) 

d) Social Gospel (What was the Social Gospel movement? What did Walter 
Rauschenbusch write, teach?) 
Topics for Wednesday: 
 a) Life (What’s the history of life insurance? What are the ethical issues it raises?) 

b) SEC! SEC! (What is the Securities and Exchange Commission? How does it work? 
What is regulatory capture, and how big a problem is it?) 

c) Big Banks (What are the largest publicly-owned banks in the US? How do they make 
money? What kinds of moral issues do they face?) 
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d) Liberation (What is liberation theology? Who are the key thinkers? What are the big 
ideas?) 
Topics for Thursday: 
 a) Social Security (What’s the history of the SS system? What’s its likely future? Who 
pays for it? Whom does it help?) 

b) Equities (What are equities? What are the major stock indexes? Who trades on them, 
and what kinds of trades might one make?) 

c) Hedge (What are hedge funds? What do they invest in? Who invests in them? What 
kind of money do their managers make? What kind of taxes do they pay?) 
 d) Lightning (What are lightning trades? How do they work? Who makes them? What is 
their impact on financial markets?) 
Topics for Friday: 
 a) Charity (How much do North Americans give? North American Christians? What 
percent of their income do they give?) 
 b) Micro (What are micro-loans? What companies/individuals are leading the way on 
micro-loans today? What are the ethical implications of these loans?) 
 c) Christian Consumption (Who are the major contemporary Christian 
writers/thinkers/practitioners on wealth and consumption? What are some of their best ideas?) 
 
3. Research Paper (35%). This paper invites students to explore a theological theme, passage, or 
critical issue in Luke’s Gospel. You may choose to write 1) an exegetical paper that seeks to 
explore the contextual/intended meaning of a short text or 2) a paper that a) addresses a theme in 
a series of Lukan texts or b) explores a redaction-critical analysis of a passage or c) examines the 
socio-historical background of an important topic in Luke or d) examines the early Christian 
interpretation (reception history) of a given passage in Luke. You must submit a written proposal 
to me by June 25. The proposal should be about one page and must include the question that you 
are attempting to answer, your thesis, and your plan of research. You should also include a list of 
ten resources that you intend to use for your research. I encourage you to get an early start. Late 
and insufficient proposals will adversely affect your paper grade. The paper is to be 10-12 pages 
not including bibliography, written in 12 pt Times New Roman and according to the standards of 
Turabian’s Manual for Writers and HST’s Supplement to Turabian. Papers are due July 20. 
 
4. Midterm Exam (20%). 
 
5. Final Exam (20%). 

 
Students with Disabilities 

It is the policy of Harding University to accommodate students with disabilities, pursuant to federal and state law. Any student 
with a disability who needs accommodation should inform the instructor at the beginning of the course. Students with disabilities 
are also encouraged to contact Steve McLeod, the Associate Dean, at 901-761-1353.   
 

Library Resources 
If you have not taken 5990 (Advanced Theological Research) or took it more than a year ago, go to the HST Web site 
(www.hst.edu) for information concerning library services to students. Under the “library” tab you will find a link to and 
instructions for searching the HST online catalog. There are also instructions for using the following databases available through 
the library: OCLC FirstSearch, EBSCOhost, Infotrac, and Religious and Theological Abstracts. Contact the library for passwords 
to these databases. Also available are the research guides distributed in 5990. These annotated bibliographies list basic tools you 
will find helpful in your research.  

Academic Integrity 
Academic dishonesty in all its forms is inconsistent with Christian faith and practice, and will result in penalties which could 
include a failing grade for the assignment, a failing grade for the course, dismissal from the course, and even dismissal from the 
school.  
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Technology Requirements 
If I need to contact you outside of Canvas, I will use your Harding University/HST email address, so please make sure you check 
it regularly. Your grade could be penalized for unexcused absences and coming to class unprepared.  
 
Course Etiquette for HST Live  
The following material is adapted from a handout kindly provided by Prof. Carlus Gupton, Lipscomb University, and borrowed 
from Richard Oster.  
HST Live is a convenience for distance broadcast and attendance. In terms of responsibilities, it is no different than on-campus 
participation. Attendance at all class sessions is required just as if in residence on the Memphis campus. All absences, late 
arrivals, and early departures should be respectfully requested by the student and approved by the professor prior to beginning of 
class session, whenever possible. It is the professor’s call to grant (or not grant) the exception. It is considered unprofessional to 
simply inform the professor that you will be early/late, especially during class. “Making up” a missed session by watching the 
recording will be granted ONLY in extreme cases such as illness, family emergency, church funeral (the same policy for those on 
the Memphis campus). Please make arrangements in your ministry context or employment to be in attendance for all calendared 
sessions (e.g. a staff meeting is not an excused absence).  
The same applies to arriving late or leaving early. Be seated in an environment that approximates a classroom setting (e.g. a chair 
at a desk in your office). It is not acceptable to sit or lie down on your bed or in a recliner, lounge on your deck or on the beach, 
or sit in a coffee shop, etc.  
Remain stationary at your computer during the class session except during breaks. For example, if you must go to the rest room, 
except during class breaks, mute your audio/video, go quickly, return to your screen, un-mute, and resume with the class. 
Arrange for your HST Live environment to be distraction free (e.g. no background family noise, TV, etc.)  
 
In addition to the live video platform Zoom.us (see below), this course uses Harding’s Canvas Online Learning System, which is 
accessed at http://elearning.harding.edu. If you have problems gaining access to Canvas, contact HU technical support (501) 279-
4545. You will need your HST username and your password to log into Harding Pipeline. These are the same credentials you use 
to register for classes via Pipeline. When you need to contact your professor via email about a class related issue, always use the 
email system contained in the Canvas learning management system. This provides a secure and convenient means of tracking 
communication between you and your professor. Harding University gives each student an email address that also utilizes your 
user name. Many students use other email addresses as their preferred address. You can set your Harding G-mail account to 
forward messages to an alternative email address if you want; however, it is your responsibility to check your Harding email 
account regularly because this is the official Harding email address to which all Harding-related email will be sent.  
In addition to Canvas (see above), this HST-Live course is supported with the video platform Zoom.us. For new Zoom platform 
users, go to https://support.zoom.us/hc/enus/categories/200101697-Getting-Started for helpful video tutorials about using this 
platform. The HST Live/Zoom Meeting ID for this course will be posted to Canvas.  
 
Equipment Requirements for LIVE Sections: 
• Internet access using a latest version of a web browser such as Firefox (preferred). 
• Latest version of Zoom software. This changes periodically without notification. If you already have Zoom, use that account. 
Basic Zoom.us is available free. 
• Laptop or tablet with camera or desktop computer with camera. 
• Ear buds with microphone - Apple MD827LL/A EarPods with Remote and Mic work well. Order on Amazon.com, 
https://goo.gl/jLYfBG. 
• Additional monitor – Live video conferencing is best facilitated with two monitors. 
 
Canvas or Internet Outage Policy  
As a learner, you must be able to manage technical difficulties such as power outages, connection problems, and other technical 
issues. Technology will sometimes fail. For this reason, it is advisable to complete your assigned work prior to the due date.  

Changes to Syllabus Notice  

The instructor reserves the right to modify and update any part of the syllabus where necessary. It is your responsibility to stay up 
to date with any changes communicated by the professor. 

Credit Hour Workload 

For every course credit hour, the typical student should expect to spend at least three clock hours per week of concentrated 
attention on course-related work, including but not limited to time attending class, as well as out-of-class time spent reading, 
reviewing, organizing notes, preparing for upcoming quizzes/exams, problem solving, developing and completing projects, and 
other activities that enhance learning. Thus, for a three-hour course, a typical student should expect to spend at least 135 hours 
total dedicated to the course outside of class time. 
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Tentative Course Schedule (Subject to Change) 
Monday: Intro, Luke 1–2 
  Readings (due prior to class session)  Assignments 
 Tannehill, Luke (all—345 pgs)    Reading Notes Due 
 Green, Theology (pp. 1-56)    Modern Money Reports (Mon) 
 Hays, Reading Backwards (ch. 1) 

McCaulley, Reading While Black (ch. 1) 
Black, “Your Sons and Your Daughters” (16 pgs)  
Bock, Luke (ch. 1; 43 pgs) 

 Carroll, “Lukan Cartography” (11 pgs) 
Watson, Gospel Writing (60 pgs) 

 
Tuesday: Luke 3–9 
 Readings (due prior to class session)  Assignments 
 Green, Theology (pp. 57-101)    Modern Money Reports (Tues) 

McCaulley, Reading While Black (chs. 2, 4) 
Croatto, “Jesus, Prophet” (15 pgs) 
    

Wednesday: Luke 10–15 
 Readings (due prior to class session)  Assignments 
 Green, Theology (pp. 102-52)    Modern Money Reports (Wed) 
 Bryan, “Transformation” (20 pgs)   Midterm Exam 
 Leim, “To Inherit Eternal Life” (24 pgs) 

Miller, “Bridge Work” (11 pgs) 
Murphy, “Sell Your Possessions” (13 pgs) 

 
Thursday: Luke 16–20 
 Readings (due prior to class session)  Assignments 

McCaulley, Reading While Black   Modern Money Reports (Thurs) 
  (Conclusion) 

Bredenhof, “Looking for Lazarus” (17 pgs)   
 Gillman, Possessions (Conclusion—6 pgs) 
 Hengel, Property (ch. 12—5 pgs) 
 Lang, “Where the Body Is” (20 pgs) 
 Smith, “Table Fellowship” (25 pgs) 
 
Friday: Luke 21–24 
 Readings (due prior to class session)  Assignments 
 Hays, Reading Backwards (chs. 4, 6)   Modern Money Reports (Fri) 
 Turner, “The Work of the Holy Spirit” (8 pgs) Final Exam 
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